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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper I present a new picture of the particle-pro
ducing collision of two accelerated strongly interacting par
ticles, in particular of two nucleons; it arose from our ex
perimental studies - from the studies of hadron-nucleon col
lisions11•21 in which massive target-nucleus served as a de
tector131 of the properties of the particle production process 
in its early stage. 

Our experimental results allowed one to conclude that the 
particle production in hadron-nucleon collisions is mediated 
by intermediate objects created at first; we have called these 
objects "generons" 721 . The usually observed many-particle final 
states are the outcome of the decays in flight of these ob
jects into commonly known resonances and particles; a particle
producing collision may be therefore treated in its early 
stage as a two-particle final state 2-+ 2 endoergic reaction: 
a 1 + a 2 -+ a 3 + a 4 , where a 1 and a 2 are the colliding particles 
of the rest energies Mt=mtc 2 and M2= m2c 2, a 3 and a4 are 
&.-1. ~ -- - - .. ~ 1 • • • , ~ . • . • • • ~ 
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and M4=m4c2.which obey the relations M 1 +M 2 <M 3+M 4 , and 
M1 < M 3 and M2 <M4 ; m 1are the rest masses of the particles, 
where i = 1,2,3,4. 

The appearance of the well-collimated spurts of particles, 
or jets~ in the final state of the collision is therefore 
a simple and indispensable consequence of such mechanism of 
particle production. 

Because this picture differs much from that accepted now, 
it was found necessary: a) to look briefly over the experimen
tal foundation which the picture almost commonly used now is 
based on; b) to present new experimental facts having an in
fluence on our present point of view which is to be described 
here; c) to derive experimentally testable kinematical rela
tions between various jet characteristics as a consequence 
of the newly known particle production mechanism. 

2. DEFINITIONS, DENOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 

Let us list main definitions of the quantities characteriz
ing a particle-particle collision and its outcome, and fix 
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~dequate and convenient terminology. In doing this, we take 
1nto account the definitions and terms used within the frames 
of the current picture. 

In many cases the observed two-particle collisions are 
produced in collisions of two beams of particles moving along 
parallel courses. The course of the particle in the center 
of the beam is called the beam axis; the direction of the 
motion of the particles along the beam axis is called the 
beam axis direction. 

As a result. of the head-on collision of two hadrons, pro
tons for ~xample, of hi?h enough energy, many reaction pro
duct ~art~cles emerge f1nally; the number of particles increa
~es w1th 1ncreasing the relative kinetic energy of the collid
~ng h~drons. We.call the kinetic energy of a particle "high" 
1f th1s energy 1s large enough for pion production~ usually 
h 

. , , 
~~ehw~ w1ll ha~e to do with particle~s kinetic energy Ek 

w 1c 1s.much h1gher than their rest mass m; in other words, 
the part1cle rest energy M = mc2<<E where c is the velocity 
of l~ght; we cal~ such particles, a~ usually, relativistic 
p~rt1cles. In th1s paper we consider predominantly the colli
S1ons of particles of kinetic energies above tens GeV· in 
h

. , 
t 1s case almost all reaction product particles are relati-
vistic. 

The most convenient variables expressing the state of moti
on of an i-th relativistic particle are the components of the - ,._ ... ' 
~n~Lgy.-mumenLum :rour-veccor ~J!.. 1 ,p1 c)or four-momentum, wnere 
E 1 1s the total energy - the sum of rest energy M t=m 0 2 

d k. . .... i an 1net1c energy Eki of the particle, p is the space part 
of four-momentum or momentum simply. 

The number N of all particles, neutral and electrically 
charged, emerged in two-particle collisions is called the 
particle multiplicity of the collision. The angle 0 between 
the beam axis and the emission direction of an i-t~ seconda
ry particle is called the particle emission angle. 

. At high energies the finally emerged particles in a colli
Slon event are not randomly scattered in all direction, but 
they.are gene~ally organized into well-collimated spurts of 
part1cles, wh1ch have been called jets. A jet can be tentati
vely defined 141 as a set of hadrons with limited transverse 
momenta, JYPically <pT> .. 0.35 GeV/c, with respect to global 
m~men~um Pj ~f the set and having longitudinal momentap =Xp. 
~1str1buted 1n.!; scaling way, where the x distribution/~/ being 
1ndepenJent.of pj. W~ call.the straight line, on which the 
vector Pj hes, the Jet ax1s. The angle OJi between the axis 
of an j-th jet and the beam axis is referred to as the jet 
emission angle. 

2 

The number N1 of jets emerged in a collision event is cal
led the jet multiplicity of the event. 

In decays of the intermediate objects a 3 and a 4 into re
sonances and, consequently, the resonances into finally obser
ved particles, the jet structure of the outcome is formed -
two or more jets can emerge which may be observed. We call the 
jets j 

1
, j 

2 
, j 

3 
, j k , where kcl,2,3,4, ••• and i=3 or 

&l &i &t &i 
1 • 4, the related jets. 

The algebraic sum of electric charges q 1 of all 1 charged 
particles in a jet Qj -l: q1, we call the charge of a jet.Jets 

1 
with electric charge Q"' 0 we call neutral jets; jets with 
electric charges ± 1, ± 2, ±3, ••• we call positively or negative
ly charged jets, correspondingly. 

As usual, the collision of two particles a1 and a2 may be 
considered in various frames of reference or coordinate sys
tems: The centre-of-momentum system, CMS, is defined by the 
relation it."' + p"' - O; in this system quantities are denoted 

a1 ae 
by an asterisk. The target system, TS, is defined ~y the rela
tion Pa • 0. The beam system, BS, is defined by Pa -= 0. The 

2 1 
colliding beam system, CBS, is defined as the system of refe
rence in which two particles of equal rest mass, m& •ma ,and 1 2 

equal absolute value of momentum, 1Pa11 =I Pae I, collide so 

t.hdt their wvwcr-~t~ f~~ !3~~e ~~g1~ "'-~. whE!re A is an angle 
between the axes of the beams. The bisector of the angle 8 is 
referred to as the collision axis. For colliding beam expe
riments the CBS coincides with the LS, and for 8-0 it even 
coincides with the CMS. The collision axis in the OiS is the 
straight line along which the colliding particles, treated as 
point-like, move from opposite sides to the. point of impact. 
The collision axes in the BS and in the TS are the straight 
lines along which the point-like projectiles come to the point-
like target. 

3. ON EXPERIMENTAL FOUNDATION OF THE CURRENT PICTURE 
OF HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE-PRODUCING COLLISION PROCESS 

Now, there is a compelling evidence that many of the known 
particles are not point-like elementary objects, but they are 
of a composed structure. In particular, nucleons are compo
sed /6,7/ from constituents called either quarks /8·111 or par
tons112~ In fact, there are now three fundamental conclusions 
based on purely experimental facts concerning the nucleon 
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structure: a) From elastic electron-nucleon scattering - nuc
l:o~s ar: not.point-like particles; they have a fuzy boundary 
f1n1te s1ze W1th an average radius of about 8·10-13cm. b) The 
magnetic structures of the neutron and the proton are almost 
i~entical but the ma~nitude of scattering from each is propor
t1onal to the magnet1c properties of each particle as found 
f~om.static experi~ent~; the distribution of electric charge 
w1th1n the proton 1s d1rectly related to the magnetic struc
ture. c) From inelastic electron-nucleon scattering experi
ments - the internal structures from which inelastic scat
tering takes place are much smaller than the nucleons 181; these 
small and hard objects, called partons112/, are embedded within 
the proton; attempts have been made to identify partons with 
quarks 110 • 11~This fine structure should become visible only 
when a violent collision of the composed particles gives rise 
to the emission of debris; it seems it should be easy to knock 
out one of the constituents. When it is attempted, however, 
by bombarding a hadron with high energy particles, the frag
ments that emerge are not quarks or partons but ordinary had
rons, constituted, as one thinks, of the standard combinations 
of quarks; no one has yet isolated a quark or a parton. 

A wide array of collision processes are considered to be of 
kinematical features which are typical of reactions involving 
hadron c~nstituents acting independently of one another. It is 
bel~ev:d 4•13,14/ that quarks do not appear as such but they ma-

.ter1al17.P ;:p:~ nh~~!',_J'ed ';·:~11-c.c!.liwatc.J ~puLLs of particles, 
which have been named jets. 

From such a point of view, it is commonly believed that 
when two accelerated particles, in particular two nucleons 
are made to collide head on the particles do not merely be~ome 
apart; instead much of their energy goes into creating new 
~articl~s, often ~ozens o~ them, which fly away from the po-
1nt of 1mpact - l1ke debr1s from an explosion; the appearance 
of fragments with a large transverse momentum, in particular 
of the observed jet almost perpendicularly directed to the 
collision line is due to the hard scattering116/ of constitu
ents /4,14/. 

But, in my opinion, this belief has been never supported 
by some kind of adequate experiments; nobody has observed the 
particle-producing collision process in its early stage and 
proved experimentally that the particles observed in the final 
state of the head-on collisions of two accelerated hadrons 
of two nucleons for example, are in fact produced in such ~ 
way. It can be not excluded, on the basis of present-day known 
experimental data, the following a priori possible mechanism 
of particle production: Two colliding nucleons, a 1 and~, are 

turned first into some new two objects; generous a 3 and a 4 , 
each of some rest energy larger than that of the projectile 
and of some finite lifetime, which move along the courses al
lowed for the reaction products of the two particle final 
state andoergic collisions and decay in flight into finally 
"produced" particles and resonances. Such a picture is namely 
prompted by an experiment in which a massive target is used 
as a detector of the properties of the particle production 
process 11"31 , 1n its early stage (section 4 of this paper). 

What has been observed at energies high enough is: when 
two protons, for example, collide head on, the emitted par
ticles are in the CMS of the collision almost always confined 
to two narrow cones centered on the axis defined by two col
liding beams. Occasionally, however, particles emerge from 
the point of impact roughly perpendicular to the beam axis; 
if one such particle is detected, at least several more usual
ly accompany it. What is the most intriguing is that when 
a fragment is shot to the side in this way, the particles are 
not scattered randomly in all directions, instead they are 
generally organized into jets; four-jet structures have been 
found. 

As concerns the four-jet events, it has been found that 1 13~ 
:!) !h~ ::p~~t~tc:- j~t::; 1181 UL~ pLi.~.:.iJ.~ i.-1 LL.c: '-ull;~;uu~ w~Ll-' 
a large transverse momentum object produced; the spectator 
jets do not follow exactly the line of flight of incoming 
protons but deviate slight!~ in the away direction. b) Trig
ger jets1131 and away jets 11 1 do exist; the away jet transverse 
momentum does not balance that of a trigger jet. c) A rather 
high rate of resonance production in jets is observed. d) The 
average transverse momentum of jet fragments with respect to 
the jet axis is <qT>"' 0.5 GeV/c, this value does not depend 
on the jet momentum. 

We limited here the considerations to the nucleon-nucleon 
collision processes only, because a possibility exists now to 
test simply experimentally just these collisions, using the 
available hadron-nucleon collision data 113•14•181 · The mecha
nism of particle production in electron-electron, electron
nucleon, neutrino-nucleon collision process may be tested ex
perimentally later on, applying the method worked out here 
for testing the particle production mechanism in nucleon-nuc
leon collisions. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL BASIS OF THE NEWLY PRESENTED PICTURE 
OF HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE-PRODUCING COLLISION PROCESS 

Two possible extreme variants of the particle production 
mechanism were tested experimentally /1,21 using nuclear tar
gets as detectors of the properties of hadron-nucleon colli
sion process, exactly speaking, of nucleon-nucleon collision 
process: a) The particles and resonances usually observed 
in the final state of hadron-nucleon collisions are created 
immediately. b) The production of particles and resonances 
in collisions of two hadrons a 1 and a2 is mediated by inter
mediate objects aa and a 4 created at first in the hadron-nuc
leon two particle final state endoergic reaction, a 1 +a2 -+aa+a4 , 
which decay, after some time, into finally observed particles 
and resonances; the lifetime of these objects has been sup
posed to be as long as it is needed for them to cover dis
tances as long as the diameters of the most massive target
nuclei. It has been supposed as well that the intermediate 
objects aa and a4 behave themselves in passing through the 
target-nuclei as the nucleons do it; in particular, they can 
create such objects in collision with downstream nucleons. 

The expected outcome of the collision of definite hadron 
with definite target-nucleus, at definite momentum of the 
bombarding particle, can be determined in both cases a) and 
b). In the case a) the expectations come from the intranuclear 
~!:JCf"'!lrlo mnrlo1 /17•19/ • ;n t-ho ,...<Ocoo "h) +-'ho n."V""'"'-'", .. t-....,,.:J .....,..,..,.,..,..""..., "'""-. - ------ ~----- , --- -··- ___ ..., __ .... , -··- ._ ...... r----- ._.. ..... _.._OJ.,.... .... .._._ ...... 

be determined using the free-parameter-less model worked out 
by the author some years ago 120·221 ,in which the final state 
of hadron-nucleus collisions is described by simple formu
las /1,2,20·22/ in terms of known data on hadron-nucleon calli
siqns and the size of the target-nucleus and nucleon density 
distribution in it. 

The comparison was made of the predictions obtained in 
both cases a) and b) with appropriate experimental data at 
a wide energy value of the bombarding hadron, from about 
a few GeV up to about 1500 GeV, and results were published11·~1 
We found not necessary to repeat these results, they can be 
summarized here briefly only. 

The experimental verification of the predictions given 
by the intranuclear cascade model shows that the case a) 
must be refused 111• But, the experimental verification of the 
s~mpl~ formulas 1 1,2,20·22/ derived for the case b) shows a quan
t1tat1ve agreement of the predictions with available experi
mental data at the wide energy region of the bombarding had
rons, where the data exist/27. 
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Summing up, as a result of our investigations of the par
ticle production process /1,2,20·22/ in hadron-nucleon collision 
using nuclear targets as detectors/a~ it should be concluded: 
Particle production in hadron-nucleon collisions proceeds 
through the intermediate objects as and a 4 created first in 
a 2-+ 2 endoergic reaction, a1 +a2 -+&a+ a4, and decaying then 
into finally observed particles and resonances. In the nucle
on-nucleon collisions two such identical objects should be 
created because of identical conditions for both colliding 
nucleons. The average lifetime of these objects, called ge
nerons, is rg ;:: I o-22 s /1-3/. 

5. SUGGESTIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTING 

The simplest method of a further experimental testing of 
both the pictures of the particle production process, of the 
commonly used now 14•13•1&/ and of the new one 11 •21 , is to 
investigate the jet structure of the outcome in the head-on 
collision of two nucleons. In practice, this can be done in 
proton-proton colliding beam experiments, for example. Each 
of the two pictures leads to the expected characteristics 
of the outcome from the nucleon-nucleon collisions which are 
much different. 

The differences in expectations of jet production charac
teristics become to be evident when rorres!'ondine: srhemes of 
the four-jet structures resulting from nucleon-nucleon colli
sions in the CMS, as seen within the frames of both particle 
production process pictures, are confronted, ~· 

According to the hard scattering picture (fig.Ib),left side). 
two constituents q 1 and q2, of the nucleons a 1 and a 2, respecti
vely, scatter elastically and, as scattered with large trans
verse momenta denoted by qa and q4 , show up as two jets of had
rons. One of them is used as a trigger jet, JTT, and the other 
one is an away jet, AJ. Two incoming hadrons, each with one 
constituent removed by the hard scattering, create two specta
tor jets or a target jet, TJ, and a beam jet, BJ. In my optn1-
on, s':lch scheme has been never tested experimentally adequa
tely. 

According to the new scheme (fig. Ib), right side), two col
liding protons a 1 and a2 undergo the two-particle final state 
2 ... 2 endoergic reaction in which as reaction products two new 
objects a 8 and a 4 emerge that decay, after some time, into 
resonances and particles forming, in this way, the finally 
observed jets. We named these objects "intermediate" or "ge
nerons", which in the case of nucleon-nucleon collisions were 
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TJ 
~BJ. JTT 

n, ·,__ q, .......... 
BJ q.;.-: 

.-*·q. ~· TJ 
."" 2 '· 

a.J 
•CSTJ 'AT AJ 

h..l ¥ 
Fig.l. a) Illustrations of the four-jet structure re
sulting from a beam proton a 1 collision with a target 
proton a2 in the CMS of colliding protons: left side -
current picture; right side - new picture. b) Illust
!:'~ tic::.::; ~f t~~ ui-ul~L ly ~u~ ::. i..L ut..: i...uces of r:he large p t 
processes: left side- a 1+a2 ... q1+q2 +X 1+X 2 ... jets; 
right side- 8t+a2 -+as+at ... jets. Denotations: 
TJ - target jet, JTT - jet towards trigger, BJ -
beam jet, TA - towards away, AJ - away jet, q 1 and 
q 2 - scattering constituents, q sand q 4 - the con
stituents after scattering, Xl = BJ, X2 = TJ, h 1- trig
ger hadron, h 2 - one of away jet hadrons. 

identified with Weisskopf#s "excited nucleon states"
1

l!
41 .ob

viously, the a1+a2-+ as+ a4 endoergic reaction can be regar
ded simply as a quasielastic 2 ... 2 collision at energy high 
enough, in its early stage. 

It was not found necessary to demonstrate that the rela
tions between characteristics of jets, in the four-jet events, 
predicted on the basis of both schemes will differ at all. 
Certainly, some relations between characteristics of jets may 
follow from the current hard-scattering picture, we are not 
sure it is the case, however, we do not try to derive them 
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here. It is not possible to distinguish any related jets in 
the hard scattering picture. But, simple and experimentally 
testable relations should exist, if the new scheme is true. 
We present some of these relations here for testing in future 
experiments. 

Suppose that all the particles, neutral and electrically 
charged, emerged in the final state of head-on proton-proton 
collisions, in which four jets can be distinguished, are de
tected and their four-momenta are determined in the CMS of 
the colliding protons. Then, the four-momenta Pji , i =1,2,3,4, 
of each of the jets are determined. Later we omit asterisks 
distinguishing the variables in the CMS. Moreover, according 
to our picture of the particle production process, correspond
ing two pairs of related jets are from the decay of the two 
intermediate objects as and a 4 into two decay products. Then, 
combining four of the observed jets into pairs of the rela
ted jets, momenta and masses of generous as and a 4 can be 
determined. There are six possible combinations into pairs 
from the four jets registered, but the combinations of pairs 
of the related jets will be correctly correlated the four 
momenta of which obey the kinematical relations for the 2-+ 2 
reactions. In some cases, depending on the energy of the col
liding protons, the corresponding related jet-pairs can be 
found simply, almost visually - the related jets may be spa
tially distinguished. 

Let us denote the four-vectors describing the collision 
products as and a 4 as Pas=<Pas ,iEaJand Pa4 =Wa 4 ,iEaJ~here 
Pas and iia

4
are the space parts of the four-momenta, and 

E and F. are energies. Simple, experimentally testable re-
as -a4 

• -+ ... ... -+ 
lat~ons between Pa1 , Pa2 , Pas, Pa4.• Ea 1 • Ea 2 • Eas• Ea 4 
can be written in the CMS of the coll~ding protons: 

... -+ -+ .. 

pal + p a 2 + pas + p a 4 = 0 • 
(I) 

E = constant , 

and 

as a consequence from the energy and momentum conservation re
lations for the 2 ... 2 type collisions; 

(2) 
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expressing the coplanarity of the four vectors p , where 
a· 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4 and [ ] denotes the vee tor product; 1 

and 

(3) 

(3 .. ) 

... 
expressing the coplanarity of the triplets of vectors Pa

2
, 

~ .... .... -+ .... -+ .... .... ... 
Pa 41 'Pa42 and p a 1' Pas1 ' p&s2' where Past 'Pas2 'Pa41 'p a42 
are the space parts of the four-vectors of the two related 
jets, I and 2, appearing when the objects as and a4 decay in
to two-component states. 

We remember that the relations (1)-(3 .. ) are valid only 
for the four-jet events. It would be useful to find out some 
experimentally testable relations for collision events when 
more than four jets emerge in the final state; this can be 
done in fact. 

Let us suppose that, according to our new picture of the 
particle production process, the jets observed are in fact 
the product of the decays of the generons as and a4 . It is 
known from many experiments that the part of the total energy 
of the collision reaction transformed into the rest energy of 
the particles finallv appearing is small: at Rhrn•t t~nQ ~~v 

nearly a few per cent, and it decreases with increasing the 
incident particle kinetic energy. Therefore, the kinetic ener
gy of the objects as and a 4 increases with increasing the ki
netic energy of the colliding protons a 1 and a 2; at extremely 
high energies of the projectile particles the decays of the 
objecis as and a 4 into many jets will be observed as the tran
sition of as into one jet and of a 4 into another one. There
fore, we are able to expect that at extremely high energies 
of the colliding particles, the collision events will look 
like two-jet events; only a special analysis of the jet struc
ture may show that the obserbed single jets are in fact com
posed of two or more jets; the finally emitted particles will 
be usually confined to two narrow cones centered on the axis 
defined by the two colliding beams.Occasionally,however,the 
common axis of the two jets observed will be at relatively 
large angle 0 to the beam axis.In other words,two jet events 
will be observed in which jets are emitted at large angles OH 
and oj2 obeying the relation: oj2~180°-0j1•fig.2.It shouldbe 
emphasized that such large-jet-emission-angle events may be 
rarely occurring phenomenon. 
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Fig.2. Possible two-jet 
events at ultra-high ener
gies of colliding nucleons 
a1 and~.J 1 and J2 
produced jets, o - point 
of impact, 8~ and 0/' 

. . . 1 1 2 - Jet em1ss1on ang es. 

One more important expectation, testable experimentally, 
following from the above presented considerations, is: The 
jet structure picture observed in the outcome of proton-pro
ton collisions will change with increasing the colliding par
ticle energy in the CMS, starting from some GeV up to extre
mely high energies. At energies of some GeV the jet structure 
cannot be practically visible, without special analysis. At 
higher energies, at tens GeV, many-jet events will appear. At 
energies larger than about some thousands GeV two-jet events 
will appear only. The change of the observed picture can be 
predicted simply quantitatively on the basis of the two-par
ticle final state kinematics, with increasing the kinetic 
o.,...,...._,....,., ,..,s: ~1-.,... .......... 11!-l.!-- ____ .._!_.., __ 
_ ..... _..._ bJ '-'~ ........ .._ "-'-' .J. "'- .._U..Li..lf) pa..L L.L'-..LC~ • 

We do not expect such properties of the jet structure of 
the proton-proton collision outcome within the frames of the 
current pict~re, where the hard scattering of the nucleon 
constituents is taken into account. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

Let us sum up the consequences from our consideration pre
sented above. 

Experimental studies of the early stage of the particle 
production process, performed by means of nuclear targets 
used as detectors of the properties of this process, lead to 
the conclusion that particles are produced via intermediate 
objects created at first in a 2 ... 2 type endoergic reaction; 
these objects decay in flight into finally observed resonances 
and particles after the lifetime r >I0-22 s. From this pic
ture of the particle production pro~ess it follows that: 

I. The jet structure of the outcome in nucleon-nucleon col
lisions is a simple and indispensable consequence of the par-
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ticle production mechanism prompted by experiments in which 
nuclear targets are used as detectors. 

2. The picture of the jet structure of the collision out
come observed in the CMS of the colliding nucleons depends 
on the energy of the colliding nucleons; the simply visible 
many-jet events should appear within a definite energy inter
val only, outside this interval many-jet structure may be de
tected only by means of some special analysis. 

3. The newly experimentally discovered scheme of particle 
production in nucleon-nucleon collisions (fig. lb, right side) 
differs by much from the currently being in use hard-consti
tuent-scattering scheme (fig.lb), left side). 

4. Using relations (1)-(3#), it is possible to distinguish 
experimentally which of the two schemes, the current or the 
new one, corresponds to reality. 

In many works the jet structure of the outcome in nucleon
nucleon collisions is proposed to use for nucleon structure 
studies /26,261. But, in the light of the above presented con
clusions, it should be emphasized that before the information 
on the jet structure of nucleon-nucleon collision events could 
be used for the nucleon structure elucidation, the information 
about the particle production mechanism in the early stage of 
nucleon-nucleon collisions should be taken into account. 

In mv ooinion= rtll p::.rtirlP-!'rn~ 11 ~i~g ~C"!li~i8~~ :;2~2~~:; 
being currently in use when the collision of any sort of par
ticles is considered / 4 , 14• 271 should be tested experimentally 
in a similar way, as it is possible to do it in the case of 
the nucleon-nucleon collisions. 
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CrpyranbCKHH 3. 
CrpyH B HYKnoH-HyKnOHH~x cronKHOBeHHRX npH B~COKHX 3HeprHRX 

El-82-347 

3KcnepHMeHTanbH~e HCCneAOBaHHR aApOH-HYKnOHH~X H HyKnOH-HyKnOHH~X 
CTOnKHOBeHHH npH B~COKHX 3HeprHRX, C HCnOnb30BaHHeM RAepH~X MHWeHeH KaK 
AeTeKTOpoe, npHBOART K 3aKn~4eHH~, 4TO 4aCTH4~ pO~Aa~TCR nocpeACTBOM npOMe
*YT04H~X 06oeKTOB, pO~AeHH~X cnepea B 3HA03prH4eCKOH peaK4HH THna 2~2. 
3TH o6oeKT~, Ha3~eaeM~e reHepoHaMH c epeMeHaMH ~H3HH r >10-22 c, pacnaAa-

g -~TCR Ha neTy Ha o6~4HO Ha6n~AaeM~e 4aCTH4~ H pe30HaHC~. CTpy~HaR CTPYKTypa 
B~XOAa B HyKnOH-HyKnOHH~X CTOnKHOBeHHRX RBnReTCR npRM~M H He06XOAHM~M CneA
CTBHeM TaKoro MeXaHH3Ma pO~AeHHR 4aCTH4. KapTHHa CTPYHHOH CTpyKTyp~ KOHe4H~X 
COCTORHHH e cronKHOBeHHRX, Ha6n~AaeMaR e CUM cranKHBa~~HXCR HyKnoHoe, Ja
BHCHT OT 3HeprHH 3THX HYKnOHOB. OpeAnaraeTCR HOBaR CXeMa np04ecca 06pa3oea
HHR 4aCTH4, npoeepReMaR Ha On~re; npeAnara~TCR npOCT~e COOTHOWeHHR Me~AY 
xapaKTepHCTHKaMH CTanKHBa~~HXCR HyKnOHOB H 06pa30BaHH~X CTPYH AnR 3KCnepH
MeHTanbHOH npoeepKH. 

Pa6ora B~nonHeHa B na6opaTOPHH B~COKHX 3HeprHH OHRH. 

C~eHHe 06~eAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa RAePH~X HCcneAOBaHHH . ny6Ha 198 

Strugalski Z. 
Jets in High Energy Nucleon-Nucleon Collisions 

El-82-347 

From our experimental studies of high energy hadron-nucleon and nucleon
nucleon collisions, by means of nuclear targets applied as detectors, it 
follows that particles are produced via intermediate objects created first 
in a 2~ 2 type endoergic reaction. These objects, called generons, decay 
in flight into finally observed particles and resonances after their J)fe
time •, :=:lo-22 s. The jet structure of the outcome in nucleon-nucleon 
collisions is a simple and indispensable consequence of this particle produc
tion mechanism. The picture of the jet structure in the coli is ion outcome 
observed in the CMS of the colliding nucleons depends on the . energy of these 
nucleons. New particle production scheme is proposed, which can ~e tested 
experimentally; correspondi~g simple relations between characterist~cs of 
colliding nucleons and of produced jets are proposed for a testing. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High 
Energies, JlNR. 
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